
BELLWYCK BELLWYCK Packaging Solutions is a privately owned and operated packaging solutions leader in 
the many  industries we serve. BELLWYCK Packaging Solutions has been providing high quality 
and beautiful packaging for the Health and Beauty as well as Healthcare markets since 1930. 

BELLWYCK INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS    - CARD ON VACUUM FORMED TRAYTM

CARD ON VACUUM FORMED TRAY

 

Reduce cost 
for hinged boxes

Explore unlimited 
application
possibilities

A new unique alternative to showcase your medical 
devices and promote your starter kits.  It is available 
as a two piece set OR as a one piece hinged package.  

The vac tray can be produced with Clear PET, basic 
HIPS or Pharma Grade PVC.   Your message can be 
printed on all sides of the carton tray and will allow 
you to place fully detailed instructions within the 
COV without the extra expense of a booklet or 
leaflet. 

COV is completely scalable & customizable to meet 
your specific requirements.  Our design team would 
be happy to design a COV specifically adapted to 
your needs.



BELLWYCK 21 Finchdene Square, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M1X 1A7 
Phone: (416) 752-1210     Fax: (416) 752-9677    Email: sales@bellwyck.com

www.BELLWYCK.com

Delivering Value. Every Day!

2-IN-1 HIGHLIGHTS

Eliminate the need for a set base structure
Use it with a rigid lid 
Use it with our without laminated windows
Use it wtih clear or tinted PET vacuum tray,
and let your artwork show through 
Create 2D effect once box is opened 
C.O.V. is also available as a telescopic 
2-piece set

FEATURES ADVANTAGES BENEFITS

C.O.V. can be shipped to you already 

Simplex style lid has built in unique 
locking features enabling you to join it  
with the hinging card

 Come assembled
Hinging allows fast and cost effective 

By eliminating the set base which is 
attached to a hinging card, save on 
your packaging costs

BELLWYCK INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS    - CARD ON VACUUM FORMED TRAYTM

A leader in North American premium, healthcare and clinical packaging, 
BELLWYCK thrives in innovating and consulting on a variety of solutions and 
available alternatives. Contact us by phone or email sales@bellwyck.com for 
more information about this innovation or your potential project.


